
  Masters Swimming Ontario 

Board of Directors Meeting 

MS Teams meeting 
Tuesday, July 7th, 2021 

 
Board Members Present: Brigitte Zirger (President & Secretary for this meeting), Jake Nesovic 
(VP), Michael Sweny (Treasurer), Sue Weir, Beth Carey, Phil Rogers. 
 
Regrets: Andrea Schwartz Smith, Rod Beauprie 
 
Meeting began at 7:03 PM with quorum. 
 
1. Adoption of the Agenda 

Moved by: Phil Seconded by: Mike        Motion carried. 
 

2. Approval of the minutes from June 29th meeting 
Moved by: Mike Seconded by: Phil       Jake had not arrived for this item.    
Motion carried. 

 
 
3. Business Arising from Minutes 

3.1. Restart Planning/50th  
 
Mike contacted CMHA. They asked to see our sending page. It is not ready.  Presumably 
they just want to verify that the wording is appropriate.  Regarding the PROMO code, CMHA 
appeared not to understand Mike’s question. The intent was to be able to track the total 
contributions made by people directed to them via the 50 for 50 event.  It would be a 
measure of success that is commonly used. Phil indicated that if they are unable to do it, 
then perhaps we not bother. 
 
Phil reported back on 3 deliverables.   
LOGO – the BoD reviewed the draft logos. “est. 1971” suggests that we are celebrating an 
entity rather than an activity.  Can be replaced with “since 1971”.  
 
Location of the date on the cap takes attention away from it being a swimmer. Jake 
suggested replacing it with a maple leaf as it would be the only spot where it would appear. 
Concern was raised about adding complexity to a very simply design. Others were happy to 
have the date removed entirely since it would be addressed in any supporting text. 
 
Masters Swimming Ontario to be replaced with Masters Swimming in Canada. Concern 
raised that a first impression might be that it is MSC.  Hence keep “in Canada” in small font. 
 



ACTION – Phil to provide feedback to the designers. Brigitte to send Phil an email indicating 
required file format. 
 
50 for 50 supporting text – Rod had not circulated the email sent to him by Phil. A copy was 
shared on screen but members need time to review.  Dates for the 50-for-50 would be 
August 6-12 giving people a full week. 
 
ACTION: BoD to review text and provide comment. 
 
Phil shared bullet points that Sue and Beth could use in their social media campaign to 
solicit celebrity support.    
 
ACTION: Sue and Beth, and others to massage as needed using the concepts. 
 
ACTION: with the logo and the 50th close to launch Brigitte will ask Andrea to approach 
Pierre. 
 
Standard hashtags:   #MasterSwim50for50 #MSOSwims, #MastersSwim50 are available. 
 
 
 

4. New business 
Financial:  Mike to follow up on certificates for the term deposits. Chris C needs them. 
 

 
5. Roundtable 

Nothing raised. 
 

 

Next meeting: July 14th at 7 PM TENTATIVE  
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m.  


